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Reindeer Baby

Background on Reindeer Baby
I love quick projects and I love simple baby dolls that fit well 
in little hands.  I really love this size and I really, really love 
baby animals. Nothing inspires me more than wee animal 
babes!

The Reindeer Baby pattern is a variation of the Fox Baby 
pattern and is easy to make! He would make a great friend for a 
boy or girl and is the perfect size for cuddling. It’s also a great 
pattern to use up all of those scraps you’ve been saving.

Terms of Use for this ePattern
Fair use of this ePattern is subject to the following terms and 
conditions:

• Dolls made using this ePattern for sale MUST clearly 
provide credit to ‘Bit of Whimsy Dolls’ as the original 
creator of the pattern. 

• Absolutely NO resale or reproduction of this ePattern in 
part or it’s entirety is permitted without prior written consent 
by Bit of Whimsy.

• This ePattern is intended for the original purchaser and is 
NOT to be forwarded or shared. 

• Absolutely NO mass production or large quantity sale 
(greater than 5 units) at any given time is permitted without 
prior written consent by Bit of Whimsy and may be subject 
to additional licensing fees.
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READ THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE ENTIRE 
PATTERN BEFORE STARTING THIS PROJECT!

Supplies Needed for Reindeer Baby:

• Please see the supply list for Fox Baby

• Small piece of felt for the horns

• Use the Fox Baby pattern to sew Reindeer Baby 
together. 

• Make sure that when you get to the step where you 
sew the ears in place that you do not  forget  Reindeer 
Baby’s horns! Use the photo and pattern piece as a 
guide.

• Finish him as you would the Fox Baby pattern.

Reindeer Baby would make a perfect  gift  for 
Christmas but he is great  for cuddling with all year 
round.
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My Contact Information
Email: sarah@bitofwhimsydolls.com

 Web: www.bitofwhimsydolls.com

About Sarah
First, thank you  very much for purchasing this ePattern! Most importantly as you make your creations from my ePattern, I ask 
that you respect the fair Terms of Use. 

This original design is Copyrighted and violators will be prosecuted. All rights reserved.

Sewing has always been a major part of my life ever since my Mom taught me how to sew at age 5. As a young girl,  I always 
loved playing with dolls and stuffed animals (what girl doesn’t?), but only recently have I started to venture more into the 
designing of patterns for my creations. 

Today, I’m a stay at home Mother to three wonderful children - Robbie,  Abby, and Billy. Being able to sew has brought me so 
much joy over the years and the ability to make my own children some of the most wonderful toys, blankets, and clothes. It’s my 
hope that the art and joy of sewing handcrafted custom made goods continues to be passed from parent to child, especially given 
today’s culture of designer clothes and expensive toys.


